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1
Wave Localization Transitions in Complex Systems
Jan W. Kantelhardt1)
Lukas Jahnke
Richard Berkovits2)

1.1
Introduction

Phase transitions between localized and extended modes remain in the focus of research on disordered systems although half a century has passed since the localization
phenomenon was first reported in the context of electron transport through disordered
metals [1, 2]. Such transitions have also been suggested and verified in many physically very different systems, such as light in strongly scattering media [3, 4] or photonic
crystals [5, 6], acoustical vibrations in glasses [7] or percolation systems [8], and very
recently atomic Bose-Einstein condensates in an aperiodic optical lattice [9, 10].
The main idea is that a phase transition from extended to localized eigenstates exists
as a function of the disorder in the system. This Anderson transition will be manifested
by a change in the transport through the system, e. g. from metallic to insulating or from
transparent to reflecting. The transition is conceptually different from the canonical
explanation for the existence of insulators (i. e., the Fermi energy is in the gap between
two energy bands), since for an Anderson insulator there are many available states at the
Fermi level. Nevertheless, since these eigenstates are localized due to the disorder, no
current can pass through the system for electronic systems. In the case of vibrational
excitations, propagating phonon modes are replaced by localized excitations, which
reduces heat conduction through the material. Localization of light is correspondingly
defined, but most difficult to observe experimentally. The reason is that it is hard to
distinguish systems with localized light modes from those with strong light absorption,
since both effects lead to an exponential decay [3, 4]. This is a motivation for the study
of light localization in artificially designed optical systems.
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Another relevant phase transition occurring in disordered systems is the percolation
transition. Although both, localization-delocalization transitions (Anderson transitions)
and percolation transitions are caused by the disorder of the considered system, they
have different origins and can be clearly distinguished. The percolation transition is
a purely geometrical transition. When more and more sites become unoccupied or
bonds are broken (i. e. the occupation probability is reduced) the large percolation
cluster breaks into pieces and direct paths between two edges of the sample disappear.
Transport is thus interrupted below the critical percolation threshold, since there are no
more paths available. In the Anderson transition, on the other hand, such paths do exist.
Nevertheless the probability of waves transversing the sample is exponentially small due
to constructive interference between time reversed paths and destructive interference
between paths with identical beginning and end. Thus, the Anderson transition takes
into account the wave (or quantum) nature of the modes travelling through the sample,
while the percolation transition is purely classical in nature.
Since the Anderson transition depends on interference effects between time reversed
paths, there is an interesting dependence on the dimensionality of the system. The
lower critical dimension, at and below which the system is localized for all strengths
of disorder, is believed to be two [11]. The reason is that the probability of returning
to the origin stays non-zero in the limit of infinite system size for d ≤ 2. The upper
critical dimension with extended modes remaining for any strength of disorder is still
uncertain, although it is generally believed to be infinity [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
In order to elucidate the causes for the dimensionality dependence of the Anderson
transition, studies considering more complex topologies have recently been undertaken.
The reason is that several properties of the system (like the probability of short or long
paths returning to the origin) can be modified systematically in addition to normal onsite or bond disorder in such systems. Recently, Anderson transitions in small-world
networks [17, 18, 19], Cayley trees [20], random regular graphs, Erdös-Rényi graphs
and scale-free networks [21, 22] have been studied. In addition to justifying this interest
by the light shed on the general properties of the transition, we would like to emphasis
that complex networks could be actually realized in real-world situations such as optical
networks (see below).
The chapter is organized as follows. We begin with a description of complex networks in Section 1.2, focussing particularly on scale-free networks with and without
clustering and with and without additional percolation. Our considered models for
transport on the systems, i. e., electronic wave functions with and without magnetic
field, vibrational modes, and coherent optical modes are given in Section 1.3. Then
we describe how one can determine the properties of an Anderson transition based on
the statistical properties of the eigenvalues (levels) of the Hamiltonians or dynamical
matrices using level statistics and finite-size scaling in Section 1.4. Results for the
Anderson transition in different complex networks are finally reported in Section 1.5
with particular emphasis on effects of clustering. We show that new complex topologies
lead to novel physics, specifically increasing clustering may lead to localization even
without additional disorder. We summarize and conclude in Section 1.6.

1.2
Complex Networks

Complex networks can be found in a variety of dynamical systems, such as protein
folding, food webs, social contacts, phone calls, collaborational networks in science
and business, the world wide web (WWW), and the Internet. In a network, one typically
speaks of nodes which are linked (connected) through edges. For example, in social
networks the nodes are humans and the edges are different types of social connections.
In the Internet, the nodes are hubs and servers, while the edges are connections between
them. The number of edges a node participates in, is its degree k.
The structure of disordered physical materials can also be described in terms of
a network. Prominent examples are the SiO2 network in a glass or structures of
amorphous materials. Here, the fluctuating value of k represents the number of bonds
(edges) for each of the atoms (nodes). The main distinction between a general complex
network and structural networks in materials is the absence of long-range links in
materials. In optical systems coherent propagation of light over long distances can be
realized with optical fibers (see Section 1.3.3).
1.2.1
Scale-Free and Small-World Networks

In general it is possible to group complex networks using only few characteristic
properties, although the networks can be found in very different applications. A very
important characteristic is the distribution of degrees, P (k). In a random graph with N
nodes each node is connected to exactly k0 random neighbors [23]; thus P (k) = 1 for
k = k0 and zero otherwise. In Erdös-Rényi networks, where N nodes are connected
randomly with a probability p, the degree distribution is given by a Poisson distribution
peaking at k0 = hki = p(N − 1) [23, 24],
P (k) = k0k e−k0 /k!.

(1.1)

For another important class of networks, so called scale-free networks, one finds [25]
P (k) = ak−λ

for m ≤ k ≤ K

with λ > 2.

(1.2)

where a = (λ − 1)mλ−1 . The upper cutoff value K = mN 1/(λ−1) depends on the
system size N [26]. Such networks are called scale-free, because the second moment,
hk2 i, diverges in the limit of infinite system size (N → ∞). Hence, no intrinsic
scale k0 can be defined. Scale-free networks can be found in natural, sociological and
technological networks. For example, the Internet is characterized by λ ≈ 2.6 [27].
Figure 1.1 shows representative simulated scale-free networks with λ = 5. Note
that sometimes not all nodes are linked to the largest cluster (giant component), but
finite clusters also appear, even if no edges are cut. However, the degree distribution P (k) is practically identical for the giant component and the whole network as

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1.1 Representative pictures of
scale-free networks (degree
disgribution exponent λ = 5) (a)
without and (b,c) with clustering
(C0 = 0.4, 0.6). All three networks
have the same size of N = 250.
The giant component has a size of
(a) Ng = 250, (b) Ng = 203, and
(c) Ng = 145. The actual global
clustering coefficient is (a)
C = 8 × 10−4 , (b) C = 0.34, and
(c) C = 0.53. The global clustering
coefficient of the giant component is
(b) Cg = 0.10 and (c) Cg = 0.17,
since there are several small
clusters with larger C . The
logarithmically scaled coloring
presents the intensity of an optical
mode with E ≈ 0.45, red indicating
the highest, yellow intermediate, and
blue the lowest intensities.
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P(k)
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Fig. 1.2 (a) Degree distribution P (k) and (b) degree-dependent
clustering coefficients C(k) for scale-free networks with λ = 4 in
(5.2), C0 = 0.65, α = 1 according to (5.5), and N = 15000
nodes, averaged over 120 configurations. Circles with lines for
distributions regarding the whole network and grey squares for the
giant component (with hN1 i = 11906 nodes; shifted vertically by
a factor of 2 for the degree distribution). Figure redrawn after [22].

shown in Fig. 1.2(a) for scale-free networks with λ = 4. We note that a localizationdelocalization transition is well defined only on the giant component since the other
clusters do not grow with system size. Just the giant component becomes infinite for
an infinite system size. For the finite clusters a localized state with a localization length
larger than the cluster size cannot be distinguish from an extended state.
Another important network property is the average path length l. The path length
ln,m between nodes n and m is defined as the number of nodes along the shortest path
between them. Another way to define the topological size of networks is the diameter
d which is the maximal distance between any pair of nodes. For random graphs and
Erdös-Rényi graphs the average path length l and the diameter d can be calculated
analytically and are given by the logarithm of its size, l ∝ d ∝ ln N [23]. The average
path length and the diameter of scale-free networks depend on the exponent λ. For
λ > 3 one finds the same results as in the Erdös-Rényi graph case whereas for λ < 3,
d ∝ ln ln N [28], and for λ = 3, d ∝ ln N/ ln ln N [29]. Since the average distance of
the nodes is very small, such complex networks are revered to as small-world objects.
Moreover, scale-free networks with λ < 3 are referred to as ultra small-world objects.
Examples of real complex networks are listed in Table 1.1. All presented networks are
small-world objects with average path length around three. This average path length is
similar for equivalent random networks. However, lattices and other structures without
long-range edges do not have short path lengths. For a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice
the average path lengths scales as N 1/d , i. e., it increases much faster with N .
1.2.2
Clustering

Another property observed in real networks is clustering. Especially social networks
tend to contain cliques. These are circles of friends or acquaintances where every

Table 1.1 Characteristic quantities of real-world networks: size
of considered (sub-) network N , average degree hki, average
path length l, average path length of an equivalent random
network lrand , clustering coefficient C , and clustering coefficient
of an equivalent random network Crand . Data taken from [23].

network

N

hki

l

lrand

C

Crand

WWW, site level

153,127

35.21

3.1

3.35

0.1078

0.00023

Internet, domain level
movie actor

3015-6209
225,226

3.5-4.1
61

3.7
3.65

6.4-6.2
2.99

0.18-0.3
0.79

0.001
0.00027

co-authorship

56,627

173

4.0

2.12

0.726

0.003

co-occurrence of words

460,902

70.13

2.67

3.03

0.437

0.0001

member knows every other member. Such behavior can be quantified by the clustering
coefficient C . If the neighbors of a node n with kn edges are grouped in a clique where
everybody is connected with each other, this clique has a total of kn (kn − 1)/2 edges.
The clustering coefficient can then be defined as the ratio of the actual number of edges
between these nodes, Tn , and the maximum number of possible edges [30],
Cn =

2Tn
.
kn (kn − 1)

(1.3)

Here Tn is also the numbers of triangles passing through vertex n. Since each triangle
represents a very short loop in the network, waves in networks with high clustering will
have a high probability to return to the same node and to interfere destructively. Such
interferences are the main reason for quantum localization. One may thus expect that
strong clustering in complex networks can induce localization.
Although clustering is by definition a local topological quantity, it is possible to define
a global clustering coefficient C by averaging over Cn . Such global approach cannot
take into account special properties of a network. For instance different degree-degree
correlations, also known as assortativity, can lead to equal C , although the topological
structures of the networks are fundamentally different [31, 32, 33, 34]. A practical
ansatz is a degree-dependent clustering coefficient [35, 36],
C̄(k) =

1 X
Cn ,
Nk

(1.4)

n∈Γ(k)

where Nk is the number of vertices of degree k and Γ(k) is the set of such vertices.
It is not possible to achieve all functional dependences of C̄(k) with k. To achieve
high clustering of the higher degrees k the assortativity of the network has to be strong.
When nodes with large degrees are connected to nodes with lower degrees they cannot
achieve a high clustering because the nodes with lower degrees do not have enough
connections to participate in a large number of triangles. Depending on the strength of
the degree-degree correlation one finds an upper limit which can be approximated by
C̄(k) = C0 (k − 1)−α

(1.5)

with α between 1 for no and 0 for high assortativity. Although assortativity is definitely
an interesting subject we focus on the effect of clustering here. To prevent interference

between both we keep the degree-degree correlation as low as possible, restricting
ourselves to α = 1.
The measured clustering coefficients of real networks reported in Table 1.1 are much
higher than those of the equivalent random networks, where nearly no cliques emerge.
This occurs due to equivalent probabilities for a connection of nearest neighbors and
two random nodes [23],
Crand = hki/N,

(1.6)

decaying to zero for large N . The larger C values in Table 1.1 indicate the presence of
many loops on short length scales [23, 37, 38]. Furthermore C is independent of the
network size N . This observation bears similarity with a lattice, where clustering is
also size independent, depending only on the coordination number.
1.2.3
Percolation on Networks

Percolation is a standard model for disordered systems. Its applications range from
transport in amorphous and porous media and composites to the properties of branched
polymers, gels and complex ionic conductors. Because of universality the results do
not depend on the specific model, and general scaling laws can be deduced. For site
percolation on a lattice, each site is occupied randomly with probability p (or it is
empty with probability q = 1 − p). For a small p all clusters of neighboring occupied
sites are finite and transport through the system is impossible. A so-called infinite
cluster emerges if p exceeds the critical concentration pc , where the system undergoes
a geometrical phase transition. For p ≥ pc transport through the system is possible
and extended modes can occur on the infinite cluster. Besides site percolation, other
variants exist, e. g., percolation in continuum space or bond percolation.
Similar to lattices, percolation can be defined on networks. The occupation probability p is equivalent to the probability to connect an edge or to introduce a node. The
critical occupation probability pc of a network depends on its degree distribution. A
randomly connected network with arbitrary degree distribution has an infinite cluster if
[39, 26, 40]
hk2 i/hki > 2.

(1.7)

Random removal of nodes and edges with probability q = 1 − p changes the degree
distribution, reducing hk2 i/hki. The critical probability pc is reached when hk2 i/hki =
2. Scale-free networks are particularly interesting, since it is nearly impossible to break
them, i. e., pc > 0.99 is found for exponents 2 < λ < 3 [26, 40, 41].
Equation (1.7) is only true for uncorrelated networks with zero clustering. The
influence of degree-degree correlations on the stability of networks, however, has not
been investigated in much detail. For uncorrelated networks with clustering coefficient
C0 , defined in Eq. (1.5), an infinite cluster exists if [32]
hk2 i/hki > 2 + C0 .

(1.8)

Therefore, clustering shifts the percolation threshold, such that the network breaks
already for lower values of p. Recently it was found that the network can also be
broken by a mere change of the clustering index C without tampering with the degree
distribution, i. e., without removing nodes or bonds [22].
1.2.4
Simulation of Complex Networks

The simplest way to create networks with high clustering but small l was proposed by
Watts and Strogatz in 1998 [30]. In this model one starts with an ordered ring lattice
where each node is connected to the K nodes closest to it. In this ordered case, the
clustering coefficient is
C=

3(K − 2)
,
4(K − 1)

(1.9)

converging to 3/4 in the limit of large K . In the second step, the edges are rewired with
a probability pr without allowing self-connections and duplicate edges. Therefore,
pr N K/2 long-range edges are introduced, connecting to other neighborhoods. Using
this model, it is possible to numerically calculate the dependence of clustering C(pr )
and average path length l(pr ) on the rewiring probability pr . The transition to a smallworld object is rather fast, with nearly a constant clustering coefficient. As a result,
the small-world phenomena is almost undetectable at the local level. A coexistence
of small-world characteristics and high clustering is thus possible as observed in real
world networks (see Table 1.1). However, the Watts-Strogatz model cannot generate
scale-free networks, since the degree distribution P (k) decays exponentially.
In the pioneering work of Barabási and Albert [42] it is argued that real networks have
two generic mechanisms missing in random graphs. Firstly, real networks grow from a
small number of nodes by including new nodes and edges, e. g. the WWW is growing
exponentially by new links and additional pages, and co-authorship connections in
scientific publications are growing steadily by new publications. Secondly, nodes are
not connected independent of their degree, i. e., nodes with high degree are more
probable to be linked with new nodes. For example well known web pages, having
large number of links, will be linked more often than unknown ones. Just as well, papers
with a large number of citations are more likely to be cited again. This phenomena
is known as preferential attachment in network science. Both ingredients, growth
and preferential attachment, lead to a model which dynamically reproduces scale-free
degree distributions [42]. However, the Barabási-Albert model fails to reproduce the
strong clustering observed in real complex networks (see Table 1.1).
Therefore we have used an algorithm suggested recently by Serrano and Boguñá [36]
which can generate complex small-world networks with predefined degree distribution
P (k) and predefined degree-dependent clustering coefficients C̄(k). Figure 1.1 shows
three representative pictures of the resulting scale-free networks. They all have the
same number N of nodes; C0 increases from (a) to (c). One can clearly see that an
increasing number of nodes disintegrate from the giant component for higher clustering.
The reason is that for nodes with low degree it is easier to achieve higher clustering

Fig. 1.3

Test of the relation

clustering coefficient C

C = C0 ∆(λ) (line) for scale-free
networks with λ = 4 and m = 2.

prefactor C0

The circles (squares) are results for
the full network (giant component).
The different gray scales represent
different system sizes from
N = 2000 (black) to N = 20000
(white). The dashed (dashed dotted)
line is a linear fit for the full network
(giant component). Inset: Results of
the fits for ∆(λ) (same symbols).
The full line marks the theoretical
maximum ∆ for the whole network,
while the dashed line marks the
average h∆i = 0.34 for the giant
component.

in separate small clusters. For example nodes with a degree of two can achieve the
highest clustering in triangles.
Figure 1.2(a) confirms that the algorithm can achieve practically identical scale-free
degree distributions P (k) for the whole network as well as the giant component. The
degree-dependent clustering index C̄(k) for the whole network shown in Fig. 1.2(b)
also follows very closely Eq. (1.5) with α = 1. However, the values of C̄(k) for
the giant component are drastically smaller by approximately a factor between two and
three, leading to a reduced global clustering index Cg of the giant component compared
with the global clustering index C of the whole network.
It is a-priori not clear if either C or Cg is the better order parameter for studying phase
transitions upon increasing clustering. The ambiguity can be resolved by analyzing the
dependence of C and Cg on C0 . An illustrative result is shown in Fig. 1.3. Both, C
and Cg depend linearly on C0 if C0 ≤ 0.9. We also found no system-size dependence,
which is important since we want to use a finite-size scaling formalism to analyze the
phase transition. The value of C0 fed into the network generation algorithm can thus
be used as order parameter for studying transitions upon clustering. However, values
of C0 ≥ 0.85 should avoided since the algorithm fails to achieve such high clustering.
The relation between C and C0 is characterized by a factor ∆ depending mainly
PK
on λ, i. e., C = C0 ∆(λ) with ∆ =
(k − 1)P (k). The theoretically possible
k=m
maximum of ∆ can be calculated exactly using the basic network parameters (m, K , λ,
and N ) as well as Eq. (1.2). As shown in the inset of Fig. 1.3 this maximal clustering
is very closely reached for a wide range of exponents λ in the degree distribution
(compare circles and full line). For the giant component, the prefactor ∆g linking Cg
with C0 cannot be calculated analytically. It is significantly smaller than the ∆ for C ,
but apparently rather independent of λ as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.3.
We obtained similar, however less reliable results when generating networks using
the algorithm of Volz [43] fixing C instead of C̄(k). The problem of this algorithm is
that it is not possible to control the assortativity. Therefore the assortativity can change
when C is altered, making it difficult to decide whether two networks with different C
are comparable.

1.3
Models with Localization-Delocalization Transitions

In this section, models for electrons, vibrational modes and optical modes in disordered
systems are described. They are all believed to be in the same universality class and
could be supplemented by spin waves. The last part deals with electrons in an additional
magnetic field, where the universality class is changed from orthogonal to unitary.
1.3.1
Standard Anderson Model and Quantum Percolation

To study localization effects one can consider the standard Anderson Hamiltonian [1],
H=

X

ǫn â†n ân +

n

X′

tn+δ,n â†n+δ ân ,

(1.10)

n,δ

with the second sum running over all neighboring pairs of nodes n and n + δ . The
~ n . The first part
operator ân (â†n ) is creating (annihilating) a particle at position R
of Eq. (1.10) represents an on-site (node) potential and the second part describes the
transfer between the linked pairs of nodes (n + δ, n). Disorder can be introduced
by parametrization of the potential landscape ǫn (diagonal disorder) or the hoppingmatrix elements tn+δ,n (off-diagonal disorder). The equation is equivalent with the
tight-binding equation for wave function coefficients ψn,E and energy eigenvalues E ,
Eψn,E = ǫn ψn,E +

X′

tn+δ,n ψn+δ,E .

(1.11)

δ

Here, we focus on diagonal disorder characterized by an homogeneous uncorrelated
distribution of the on-site potentials −W/2 < ǫn < W/2. For vanishing disorder
strength W and an ordered lattice the energy eigenvalues form energy bands of finite
width and the eigenfunctions correspond to periodic Bloch functions spreading the
entire system. Electrons in such extended states are highly mobile and contribute
to charge transport. For strong disorder (large W ) large fluctuations of the potential
energy lead to backscattering and interference effects, and the wave function localizes.
It decays roughly exponentially in space, although the shape also depends on the
averaging procedure (see [44] for details). Therefore electrons are bound at impurities
and cannot contribute to transport.
Starting from an ordered lattice, the density of states broadens with increasing disorder and localized states appear near the band edges. They are separated from the
extended states in the band center by a critical energy ±Ec called mobility edge [2].
At a critical disorder Wc the mobility edges merge at E = 0 (the band center), and all
extended states disappear. At this point a quantum-phase transition occurs, known as
the metal-insulator transition. For a one-dimensional system Wc = 0 can be derived
analytically [2]. For higher dimensions, there are no analytical approaches, and Wc
needs to be extracted from numerical simulations. As a result, the properties of twodimensional systems are discussed somewhat controversially, although no extended

states are usually believed to exist (Wc = 0). In three-dimensional systems the phase
transition from extended to localized states is observed for Wc ≈ 16.5 [2, 45, 46].
It needs higher accuracy and a large numerical effort to determine the value of the
critical exponent ν characterizing the divergence of the correlation length scale ξ of
the wave functions near the phase transition point, ξ ∼ |W − Wc |−ν by a power
law. Therefore, the reported values of ν for the standard Anderson model changed as
accuracy was improved. The range is from ν = 1.2 ± 0.3 [2] to ν = 1.56 ± 0.02 [46].
In the percolation model, disorder is introduced via the (non-diagonal) hopping
terms tn+δ,n that are 1 only if both neighboring sites n + δ and n are occupied and 0
otherwise. The diagonal terms ǫn are usually set to zero. Therefore, the geometrical
structure of the considered percolation cluster determines the localization properties of
the wave functions. For p < pc all clusters are finite, and the eigenfunctions are always
localized. The same is true at pc due to the fractal structure of the infinite cluster,
resembling a highly disordered system. For p > pc the infinite cluster becomes more
and more dense, until an ordered lattice is reached for p = 1 with extended plain waves
as eigenfunctions of the tight-binding Hamiltonian. In between a critical occupation
probability pq with pc < pq ≤ 1 must exist, where extended wave functions appear
for the first time for some part of the energy spectrum. The threshold pq is known as
quantum percolation threshold.
1.3.2
Vibrational Excitations and Oscillations

To model the propagation of virational excitations on networks we assume that equal
masses M are placed on each node. Directly connected nodes n and n + δ are coupled
by equal (scalar) force constants Dn,n+δ . In this case, the components of displacements
decouple, and we obtain the same equation of motion for all excitations un (t),
M

X′
d2
un (t) =
Dn,n+δ [un+δ (t) − un (t)] ,
2
dt

(1.12)

δ

where again the sum runs over all k nodes n + δ having common edges with node
n. The standard ansatz un (t) = un,ω exp(−iωt) leads to the corresponding time
independent vibration equation. Setting M = Dn,n+δ = 1 (which determines the unit
of the frequency) we obtain
ω 2 un,ω =

X′
δ

(un,ω − un+δ,ω ),

(1.13)

which is an eigenvalue equation and has to be solved numerically by diagonalizing
the dynamical matrix . Note that Eq. (1.13) is identical with Eq. (1.11) if we chose
P
tn+δ,n = −1 for all neighboring nodes and ǫn = − δ tn+δ,n = kn , where kn is
again the number of edges at node n.
For illustration, Fig. 1.4 shows representative vibrations of percolation clusters with
varying occupation probabilities. One can observe a transition from the localized
mode at the geometrical phase transition point p = pc towards more extended looking

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 1.4 Vibrational modes of percolation clusters on a square
lattice at concentrations (a) p = pc , (b) 0.61, (c) 0.65, (d) 0.75, (e)
0.90, and (f) 0.99. The black points are unoccupied sites and finite
clusters. The vibrational amplitudes |un,ω | of the selected
eigenmodes of Eq. (1.13) are color coded with red for maximum
amplitude, followed by yellow, green and blue down to white for
very small amplitudes. A transition from localized behavior at
p ≈ pc to extended-looking behavior for large p seems to occur.
However, all modes are expected to be localized in the limit of
infinite system size according to the single-parameter scaling
theory [11] confirmed by numerical studies of level statistics [8].
Lattice size and frequency are 200 × 200 and ω 2 ≈ 0.01D/M ,
respectively.

modes for larger values of p. Clearly, vibrational modes can be localized even if an
infinite cluster exists. This is exactly the same as for electronic wave functions in
quantum percolation. Anyway, electronic modes and vibrational modes are believed to
be in the same universality class. The only difference regards the dispersion relation.
For vibrations, the wave length diverges in the limit ω → 0, such that modes with
very large wavelength always exist. By selecting a sufficiently large wavelength, one
can always find a mode extending over the whole length of the system even if the
occupation probability is arbitrarily close to the geometrical threshold pc . There is thus
no equivalent of the quantum percolation threshold pq for vibrations. However, note
that wavelength and correlation length of the modes are not identical [8].
Figure 1.4 also illustrates that looking at modes (eigenfunctions) may be misleading
in studies of localization-delocalization transitions. None of the modes shown there
is actually believed to be extended asymptotically (i. e., in the limit of infinite system
size). This is a consequence of the universality of vibrational and electronic excitations
and the singe-parameter scaling theory [11, 2], which excludes extended modes in
dimensions d ≤ 2. However, the modes shown in Fig. 1.4(e) and (f) look indeed
extended, because their correlation lengths ξ are much larger than the considered lattice
size. In particular for the largest value of p, p = 0.99 where just one percent of
the sites is unoccupied, the mode is dominated by the boundary conditions and not
much different from a common vibrational mode of a square plate with appropriately
chosen frequency. The asymptotically localized nature of the vibrational modes on a
two-dimensional lattice can be shown numerically by applying of level statistics (see
Section 1.4) [8].
1.3.3
Optical Modes in a Network

A different perspective for the relevance of complex networks to real-world localization
comes from considering optical networks. There is a long history of considering optical
(or microwave) systems as a tool to analyze localization behavior. In 1982 Shapiro
[47] has generalized a model proposed originally by Anderson et al. [48] to describe
localization in disordered systems. Instead of a tight-binding description of a lattice
(see Eq. (1.10)), Shapiro considered a model in which nodes are represented by beam
splitters or cavities and edges by optical fibers or wave guides. From a theoretical point
of view, this description is convenient since it yields a description the system in the
scattering matrix formalism. This approach was taken a step further by Edrei et al.
[49] who applied it to the dynamics of wave propagation (for example acoustic or light
waves) in a disordered medium.
Such a description can form the basis of a real network built in a laboratory. For
example a network of beam splitters and optical fibers may be constructed and its
localization properties studied experimentally. Since optical fibers have a very low loss
rate, there is no essential difference between connecting neighboring nodes or nodes
far away from each other. Moreover, since in realistic optical set-ups the length of any
optical fiber is much larger than the wave length of the light, the phase difference gained

by a wave as it transverses from one node to the next is always a fixed random number
characteristic of this link (edge). Any form of a complex network (Cayley tree, random
regular graph, Erdös-Rényi graph or scale-free network) can thus be constructed and
studied on an optical bench. Although this seems experimentally feasible for small
networks, to the best of our knowledge it has not been done. Furthermore, transitions
in the transport properties of coherent waves on complex networks with long-range
links might become relevant to typical real-world communication networks [27, 35].
Alternatively, one might consider a network of wave guides on the nanoscale similar to
photonic lattices [5, 6].
Similar to the analogy between electronic and vibrational systems, the analogy between electronic and optical systems is quite general. The scalar wave equation is
a good approximation for the propagation of an optical wave in an inhomogeneous
medium as long as polarization effects are not important. It may be written as
∇2 Ψ +

ǫ(~r) ∂ 2
Ψ = 0,
c2 ∂ 2 t

(1.14)

where ǫ(~r) = 1 + δǫ(~r) describes the local fluctuations in the dielectric constant and
c is the speed of light. Assuming a monochromatic wave, one may write Ψ(~r, t) =
ψ(~r) exp(iωt), where ω is the frequency. Inserting Ψ(~r, t) into Eq. (1.14) yields
−∇2 ψ − δǫ(~r)ψ = (ω/c)2 ψ.

(1.15)

When this is compared with the stationary Schrödinger equation with a varying potential
U (~r) = U0 + δU (~r),
−∇2 ψ +

2m
2m
δU (~r)ψ = 2 (E − U0 )ψ,
h̄2
h̄

(1.16)

it can be seen that the Schrödinger equation and the scalar wave equation in random
media are nearly identical up to constants. Thus, one may use techniques developed in
the field of electronic localization in order to study the properties of optical networks.
Specifically for optical waves in a complex network of beam splitters and fibers,
one can employ Eq. (1.11) with the coefficients tn+δ,n = exp(iϕn+δ,n ) for connected
nodes and tn+δ,n = 0 for disconnected nodes. Here, ϕn+δ,n denotes the optical phase
(modulo 2π ) accumulated along the link. For simplicity, one can restrict tn+δ,n to
random values ±1 to keep the Hamiltonian in the orthogonal symmetry class. The
extension to unitary symmetry is straightforward. In this scenario, the on-site disorder
W of the coefficients ǫn results from variations in the optical units (beam splitters)
located at the nodes. Figure 1.1 shows the calculated intensities of three optical modes
on complex networks with different clustering indices and no disorder in the beam
splitters, W = 0.
1.3.4
Anderson Model with Magnetic Field

If an additional magnetic field is applied to electrons in a disordered solid, time-reversal
invariance is broken, also yielding unitary symmetry. In the standard Anderson model

with additional magnetic field the critical disorder Wc is shifted to larger values [50, 51].
The phenomenological theory assumes that two length scales determine the behavior
of the system. The first is the correlation (or localization) length as function of the
disorder parameter, ξ(W ) ∝ |Wp− Wc |−ν . The second relevant length scale is the
magnetic length given by LB = h̄/eB , where B is the magnetic field. Rewriting the
usual single-parameter scaling theory of the conductivity [11] with the ratio of these
two length scales, Larkin and Khmel’nitskii [50] obtained
e2
σ(B, W ) ∝
Φ
h̄LB



LB
ξ(W )

1/ν !

,

(1.17)

where Φ(x) is a scaling function equal to zero when x is of order of unity. The
conductivity will thus be zero for ξ ≈ LB , or, using the definition of the correlation
length, the field-dependent critical disorder Wc (B) is related to Wc (0) by Wc (B) −
−1/ν
Wc (0) ∝ LB
∝ B 1/2ν for small B . Replacing the magnetic field B by the magnetic
flux φ and inserting a constant factor Wφ yields a power-law behavior
Wc (φ) − Wc (0) = Wφ φβ/ν

with β = 1/2.

(1.18)

In the Schrödinger Hamiltonian the magnetic field is introduced by substituting the
~ [52]. In classical electrodynamics the vector
momentum operator ~p with ~p − eA
potential is introduced as a convenient mathematical aid, but all fundamental equations
are expressible in terms of fields. This is no longer true in quantum mechanics, where
~ is necessary to introduce the magnetic field. Therefore, A
~ is relevant for quantum
A
~ =∇
~ ×A
~ is zero.
objects, even if B
~ = B(0, x, 0), to simplify the
Here we chose Landau gauge for the vector potential, A
problem. Therefore, the (non-diagonal) hopping matrix elements of the tight-binding
~ n+δ = R
~ n ± ~ey read tn+δ,n = t exp(±2πiφn+δ,n m) where
Hamiltonian (1.10) with R
~ n · ~ex , and φn+δ,n = ϕn+δ,n /ϕ0 is the ratio of flux ϕn+δ,n = a2 Bn+δ,n
m = R
through a lattice cell with size a2 to one flux quantum ϕ0 = h/e. For bonds in the
x or z direction the non-diagonal matrix elements are tn+δ,n = t. The results for
φn+δ,n = ǫ and φn+δ,n = 1/4 + ǫ are invariant under the shift ǫ → −ǫ. The range
φn+δ,n = 0 to φn+δ,n = 1/4 thus represents the full flux spectrum from the flux free
case to the largest possible flux.
A constant magnetic field is described by constant flux φn+δ,n = φ through each
plaquete. On the other hand, a spatially random magnetic flux is described by random
phases φn+δ,n such that the tn+δ,n are random complex numbers with absolute value
t. Note that this is the only option for a complex network where there is no real space
and directions are arbitrary. Since hopping terms of the form tn+δ,n = exp(iϕn+δ,n )
(i. e., with t = 1) also occur for optical networks, the Anderson model with random
magnetic fields is equivalent to this case.

1.4
Level Statistics

Next we describe the technique of level statistics that can be used to study localizationdelocalization transitions of the modes in all four models introduced in the previous
section by analyzing eigenvalues instead of eigenfunctions.
1.4.1
Random Matrix Theory

Level statistics was first used in nuclear physics [53] to understand complex excitation
spectra of heavy nuclei. It is not feasible to calculate the energy spectra distribution
using elementary quantum physics, but a qualitative description using random matrix
theory [54] succeeded. In the eighties random matrix theory was introduced in solid
state physics to understand the chaotic eigenvalue spectra of disordered solid systems
[55, 56]. The connections to metal-insulator transitions were realized a few years
later, and level statistical methods were then used for numerical investigations of the
Anderson transition [57, 58, 59], see [60, 61, 62] for review articles.
In random matrix theory one studies 2 × 2 matrices, with random numbers as matrix
elements An,m . In the case of Gaussian orthogonal ensembles (GOE) the matrix elements A1,1 , A1,2 = A2,1 and A2,2 can be transformed by orthogonal transformations.
Using infinitesimal transformation techniques, the diagonal matrix elements can be
shown to be Gaussian distributed with mean E0 and standard deviation
σ , while the
√
non-diagonal elements have zero mean and standard deviation σ/ 2. After calculating
the two eigenvalues A1 and A2 of the random matrices one determines their normalized
√
distances s = |A1 − A2 |/( πσ) with hsi = 1. The distribution of these level spacings
s follows the parameter-free Wigner distribution
PGOE (s) =

π
π
s exp − s2 .
2
4

h

i

(1.19)

Because PGOE (s) → 0 for s → 0, the probability of degenerated or similar eigenvalues
is zero or suppressed; this is known as eigenvalue repulsion. For large level spacings
the Wigner distribution has a Gaussian tail.
Hermitian matrices with complex random matrix elements and invariance under
unitary transformations represent the Gaussian unitary ensemble (GUE). In this case
the Wigner distribution of the normalized level spacings s is similar to Eq. (1.19),
PGUE (s) =

4
32 2
s exp − s2 .
π2
π

h

i

(1.20)

If also rotational symmetry is broken, we obtain the Gaussian symplectic ensemble
(GSE). The corresponding distribution PGSE (s) shows even stronger level repulsion,
increasing as PGSE (s) ∝ s4 for small s.
Although they are exact only for 2 × 2 matrices, PGOE (s), PGUE (s), and PGSE (s)
are a good approximations for level-spacing distributions of large random matrices with
the corresponding symmetry. Extensive numerical investigation have shown that this

holds even for sparsely filled matrices. Consequently, the level spacing distributions of
the tight-binding Hamiltonian (1.10) can be described by random matrix theory.
1.4.2
Level Statistics for Disordered Systems

There are two cases for which the Wigner distributions given in the previous subsection
are not correct. (i) The matrices are not random, i. e. not disordered. The eigenvalue
of ordered or nearly ordered systems are nearly equidistant and some are degenerated.
Therefore, they cannot be repulsive. (ii) The eigenstates are localized. In this case
the eigenfunctions do not overlap and the eigenvalues are therefore independent. The
level spacings of independent eigenvalues (or the spacings between random numbers
in general) are characterized by a Poisson distribution
PP (s) = exp[−s].

(1.21)

In this case, the levels do not repel and degeneration is probable, PP (0) = 1. The tail
of the Poisson distribution is a simple exponential, decreasing much slower than the
Wigner distributions (1.19) and (1.20).
Consequently, level-spacing distributions of tight-binding Hamiltonians can be used
for determining metal-insulator transitions [57, 58, 59]. The distributions PP (s) for
localized states and PGOE (s) or PGUE (s) for extended states are valid asymptotically in
the limit of infinite system size. For finite systems, the numerical P (s) is intermediate,
approaching the limiting distributions for increasing system sizes, since finite-size
corrections (for example due to boundary conditions) become smaller with increasing
system size. Therefore, the numerical P (s) changes towards a Poisson distribution,
if eigenfunctions are localized. And it changes towards a Wigner distribution, if they
are extended. Only at the transition point (the critical disorder) the numerical P (s)
is system-size independent. However, the exact form of the critical distribution Pc (s)
cannot be determined analytically. It depends on the topology of the system and even
boundary conditions.
Figure 1.5 shows the numerical level-spacing distributions P (s) for optical modes
on large scale-free networks without diagonal disorder (W = 0) and varied clustering
index C0 (see Fig. 1.1 for pictures of the structures and the modes; see Section 1.2.2
for clustering in complex networks). The two limiting cases PGOE (s) [Eq. (1.19)] and
PP (s) [Eq. (1.21)] are plotted for comparison. One can clearly see that the shape of the
numerical P (s) changes from Wigner to Poisson with increasing C0 . The same type
of plot is found when studying a localization-delocalization transition in the standard
Anderson model by considering a normal lattice and increasing the diagonal disorder
strength W from W < Wc to W > Wc . Clustering in complex networks can thus cause
an Anderson-like localization-delocalization transition although there are no on-node
disorder W and no changes in the degree distribution P (k).

extended
→ Wigner
localized
→ Poisson

P(s)

Wigner
(extended)

C0
Poisson
(localized)

critical
clustering
coefficient

s
Fig. 1.5 Level-spacing distribution P (s) for optical modes on
scale-free networks with degree-distribution exponent λ = 5,
system size N = 12500 and no disorder, W = 0. A clear
transition from Wigner (dashed red curve) to Poisson (dash-dotted
blue curve) behavior is observed as a function of the clustering
coefficient prefactor C0 increasing from C0 = 0.0 (continuous red
curve) to C0 = 0.90 (continuous blue curve). Inset: localization
parameter γ [see Eq. (1.22)] versus C0 for networks with
N = 5000 (red), N = 7500 (light green), N = 10000 (green) ,
N = 12500 (blue), and N = 15000 (purple). A transition from
extended modes for small C0 to localized modes for large C0 is
observed at C0,q ≈ 0.69. The results are based on eigenvalues
around |E| = 0.2 and 0.5. Figure adapted from [22].
(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.6 The localization parameter I0 = hs2 i/2 versus disorder
W for the standard three-dimensional Anderson model with linear
sizes L = 14 (red circles), 17 (yellow squares), 20 (green
diamonds), 23 (light blue stars), 30 (blue pluses), and 40 (pink
crosses) and hard-wall boundary conditions. The lines correspond
to fits of Eq. (1.29). Insets: the region around the crossing point
zoomed in. In (b) the I0 values are corrected by subtraction of the
irrelevant scaling variables.

The actual transition point can be determined more accurately by analyzing the
system-size (L) dependence of [58]

R∞
R∞
P (s)ds − 2 PGOE (s)ds
2
R∞
,
γ(L) = R ∞
2

PP (s)ds −

2

PGOE (s)ds

(1.22)

where γ → 0 if P (s) approaches the Wigner distribution, and γ → 1 if it approaches
the Poisson distribution. The inset of Fig. 1.5 shows γ for five system sizes versus the
clustering strength C0 . Indeed, γ decreases with system size for small values of C0
while it increases with size for large values of C0 . One can thus observe the phase
transition at the critical value C0,q ≈ 0.69 by the crossing of the five curves, indicating
a system-size independent critical value of γc ≈ 0.76.
Alternatively the full level-spacing distribution P (s) can be parametrized by its
second moment,
1
1
I0 (L) = hs2 i =
2
2

Z

∞

s2 P (s)ds,

(1.23)

0

which converges to 1 for localized modes (Poisson limit) and to 0.637 or 0.589 for
extended modes (GOE or GUE Wigner limit, respectively). Figure 1.6 exemplifies the
determination of Wc for the metal-insulator transition based on I0 for different system
sizes and different W in the standard three-dimensional Anderson model with diagonal
disorder and hard-wall boundary conditions.
1.4.3
Corrected Finite-Size Scaling

In some cases, finite-size effects can become rather strong, so that there is no unique
crossing point of the γ or I0 curves for different system sizes L. One example is shown
in Fig. 1.6(a), see magnification of the crossing region in the inset. In such cases, the
effects of irrelevant scaling variables must be subtracted [46].
To describe the procedure, we assume that a parameter Γ characterizing the localization properties will depend only on the ratio of the linear system size L and the
characteristic (correlation) length scale ξ ∼ |W − Wc |−ν ,
Γ(L, W ) = F [L/ξ(W )].

(1.24)

Here, Γ can stand for either γ or I0 introduced in the previous section, while W
represents any parameter characterizing the disorder. In particular, W might be replaced
by C0 if effects of clustering rather than diagonal disorder are considered or by p if
effects of percolation are considered. Although Γ(L, W ) is a non-continuous function
of W for L = ∞, it is analytical for finite L and thus F can be expanded around the
critical point, F (x) = a + bx1/ν + cx2/ν + . . . (x → 0), leading to
Γ(L, W ) ≈ Γ(L, Wc ) + R|W − Wc |L1/ν

(1.25)

with constant R. Here, irrelevant scaling variables Ξ, decaying with the system size
L are not included. Hence the scaling formula (1.24) has to be extended to include
relevant Υ and irrelevant Ξ scaling variables,
Γ = F (ΥL1/ν , ΞLy ).

(1.26)

If irrelevant scaling variables do not introduce discontinuities, F is expandable not only
around the relevant scaling variable Υ up to order nR , but also around the irrelevant
scaling variable Ξ up to order nI ,
Γ=

nR
X

Υn Ln/ν Fn (ΞLy )

with

Fn (ΞLy ) =

nI
X

Ξm Lmy Fnm .

(1.27)

m=0

n=0

The scaling variables are analytical functions of the dimensionless disorder w = (Wc −
W )/Wc and therefore equally expandable,
Υ(w) =

mR
X
n=1

bn w n

and Ξ(w) =

mI
X

cn wn ,

(1.28)

n=0

up to order mR for the relevant and mI for the irrelevant variables, respectively. The
relevant scaling variable vanishes at criticality, thus, b0 = 0, whereas c0 is finite,
introducing a size-dependent error. A size-independent Γc at criticality is reestablished
by subtracting the terms with irrelevant variables. The absolute scales of the arguments
are unknown. However, they can be fixed by choosing e. g., F01 = F10 = 1 in
Eq. (1.27). The total number of fitting parameters is thus Np = (nI + 1)(nR + 1) +
mR + mI + 2.
Figure 1.6 depicts a typical example for the three-dimensional Anderson model with
hard-wall boundary conditions. I0 is expanded up to orders nI = 1, nR = 3, mR = 1
and mI = 0 such that
I0 (W, L) = F0 (ΥL1/ν ) + ΞLy F1 (ΥL1/ν ).

(1.29)

In Fig. 1.6(a) I0 is shown without the corrections. No well definable crossing point
exists, i. e., I0 is still L dependent at criticality. In Fig. 1.6(b) the corrected quantity
I0 − ΞLy F1 is shown. The lines cross at one well defined point as seen in the inset. The
critical disorder for the three-dimensional Anderson model with hard-wall boundary
conditions is given by Wc = 16.57 ± 0.13 in agreement with the most recent numerical
result Wc = 16.54 [46]. For periodic boundary conditions the effect of the irrelevant
scaling variables is negligible.
1.4.4
Finite-Size Scaling with Two Parameters

To analyze the localization-delocalization transition for networks with clustering (characterized by C0 ) and on-node disorder W the finite-size scaling equations have to be
extended such that two parameters can be taken into account simultaneously. Without
considering irrelevant variables this yields
Γ(C0 , W, L) = Γc + [R1 |C0 − C0,q | + R2 |W − Wc |] L1/ν ,

(1.30)

where R1 and R2 are constants. Using Eq. (1.30) one can determine the coordinates C0,q
and Wc of the localization-delocalization-transition point for scale-free networks with
various λ. A corresponding plot involving just data with varying C0 is shown in Fig. 1.7.

Fig. 1.7 Finite-size scaling of γ
according to Eq. (1.30) for optical modes
on scale-free networks with λ = 5 (like
in Fig. 1.5), without on-node disorder,
W = 0. The considered system sizes
are N = 5, 000 (squares), 7, 500
(circles), 10, 000 (diamonds), 12, 500
(triangles up), and 15, 000 triangles
down. The two branches correspond to
the extended regime (bottom) and
localized regime (top).

The system size of the considered scale-free networks has to be approximated by L ∝
ln (a(C0 )N ), where the N dependence is well established [28] but the C0 dependence
hardly explored. Our data for N up to 105 suggested ln a ∝ (C0 − C0,c )−νc , where
C0,c denotes the classical transition point where the whole network breaks into pieces
by strong clustering, and the giant component ceases to exist. Since C0,q < C0,c , a
and thus L depend weakly on C0 at the wave localization transition point.

1.5
Localization-Delocalization Transitions in Complex Networks

In this Section we review numerical results for localization-delocalization transitions
in complex networks determined by means of level statistics. Anderson and quantum
percolation transitions, which seem to be in the same universality class, have been studied on different topologies including quasi-fractal structures [63], percolation networks
[64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], Cayley trees [20], and small-world networks [21].
Transitions of vibrational modes were also studied on percolation networks [8]. In all
these cases, the transitions were induced either by on-site disorder or by cutting bonds
(percolation) and thus by changing the degree distribution of the network. Furthermore, quantum phase transitions (and also classical phase transitions) induced by mere
topological changes of the network, i. e., changes in the clustering index, have been
found recently [22] even with zero on-site disorder.
1.5.1
Percolation Networks

For quantum percolation on a quadratic lattice it is believed, but not undisputed [64, 66],
that all eigenfunctions are localized (pq = 1) [65, 67, 69] as predicted by the singleparameter scaling theory [11]. All studies based on level statistics find no extended
states in two-dimensional systems. For quantum percolation on a simple cubic lattice
the critical occupation probability pq ≈ 0.44 > pc ≈ 0.312 for site percolation [68, 71]
and pbq ≈ 0.33 > pbc ≈ 0.247 for bond percolation [68, 70] are reported; the study

network

hki

l

Wc

ν

scale-free, λ = 4 , m = 2
random-regular

2.97
3

12.46
11.8

15.7±0.9
11.9±0.26

0.55±0.11
0.66±0.08

Erdös-Rényi

3

9.45

20.5±0.23

0.68±0.08

Table 1.2 Small-world networks showing a transition from
localized to extended states. The number of nodes on the last
shell l is reported for networks of size N = 1000. The critical
disorder Wc and the critical exponent ν have been determined by
level statistics. Data taken from [21].

by Berkovits et al. [70] being based on level statistics. The values for the critical
exponent ν are similar to the Anderson transition: ν ≈ 1.35 [70], and ν ≈ 1.46 [72].
This is expected, because the Anderson model and quantum percolation are in the same
universality class.
The localization behavior of vibrational modes of infinite site percolation clusters
above the critical concentration has been studied in two and three dimensions using
level statistics [8]. While all eigenstates are localized in d = 2, clear evidence for
a localization-delocalization transition was found in d = 3. However, contrary to
the common view this transition occurs for frequencies above the phonon-fracton
crossover and gives rise to a regime of extended fracton states. The term ’fracton’ is
used for virational modes of a fractal structure [74], if the wavelength λ ∼ ω −2/dw of
a mode with frequency ω is smaller than the correlation length ξp (p) ∼ |p − pc |−νp
of the percolation structure. In these equations, νp denotes the critical exponent of
percolation (νp = 4/3 in d = 2 and 0.875 in d = 3), while dw is the random
walk exponent (dw = 2.88 in d = 2 and 3.8 in d = 3). In the fracton regime,
the density of states is characterized by g(ω) ∼ ω ds −1 with the spectral dimension
ds = 2df /dw ≈ 4/3 (and df the fractal dimension) [74] rather than ds = d for
non-fractal structures. It was found that the crossover from the fracton regime to a
standard phonon regime (λ ∼ ω −1 , g ∼ ω d−1 ) occurs independent of the localizationdelocalization transition [8]. In d = 2 there is only the fracton-phonon crossover and
all modes are asymptotically localized for non-zero disorder. In d = 3 the crossover
occurs at frequencies which are larger than those for the localization-delocalization
transition by approximately a factor of three [8].
1.5.2
Small-World Networks without Clustering

The localization behavior of electrons in random networks, Erdös-Rényi networks, and
scale-free networks without clustering was studied using level statistics [21]. A clear
localization-delocalization transition at particular strengths Wc of the on-node disorder
has been observed for a group of networks, which are all characterized by an average
degree hki ≤ 3.1 and an averaged size of the last occupied shell l ≥ 9.45. The results
are summarized in Table 1.2.

For several other small-world networks with hki ≥ 3.1 no transition towards localized
electronic eigenfunctions could be observed [21]. Nevertheless, one should be rather
careful in interpreting this observation since larger values of hki lead to smaller sizes l
of the network for the same number of nodes N .
The data for all the networks (including those which show no clear signs of transition)
can be scaled according to their average degree hki. The larger the value of hki, the
larger is also the value of W needed to obtain a specific value of γ [see Eq. (1.22)].
For all the small-world networks showing a localization-delocalization transition, the
critical exponent ν is approximately equal to 1/2. A critical index of ν = 1/2 is
expected for a system of infinite dimensionality [15, 63].
The main features of the Anderson transition are thus similar for a wide range of
small-world networks. However, the fact that networks with high connectivity are very
compact raises the problem of identifying the transition point. It is hard to extend the
usual finite-size scaling method to networks with high connectivity since the number
of sites grows very rapidly with size, while for small network sizes the crossover
behavior of the γ curves is very noisy. This results in an inability to clearly identify
the Anderson transition for scale-free networks with hki ≥ 3.1. The possibility of a
critical connectivity above which no transition exists cannot be ruled out.
1.5.3
Scale-Free Networks with Clustering

In a recent paper [22] we have studied the localization-delocalization transition for
optical modes on scale-free networks with clustering. By exact diagonalization, we
have calculated the eigenvalues of Eq. (1.11) with random hopping elements tn,m = ±1
characterizing the links between all connected nodes. The networks are characterized by
the exponent λ in the scale-free degree distribution Eq. (1.2), the clustering coefficient
prefactor C0 from Eq. (1.5) as well as the strength of the on-node disorder W . We
applied level statistics to determine the localization behavior of the modes and to extract
the phase-transition points.
Figure 1.8(a) shows the phase diagram for the transition from localized (upper right)
to extended (lower left) optical modes. The horizontal axis (C0 = 0) corresponds to
the case without clustering described in the previous section. Here, the critical disorder
Wc depends on λ. The main result regards the transitions on the vertical axis. Without
on-node disorder (for W = 0), the transition to a localized phase occurs at a critical
clustering C0,q that depends on λ, i. e., the degree distribution. While even the strongest
clustering C0 = 1 cannot achieve such a transition if λ < 4, values of C0,q < 1 are
observed for λ > 4. The case λ = 4 seems to be limiting, since it represents the
broadest degree distribution allowing for a localization-delocalization phase transition
upon increasing clustering.
If variations of C0 and W are considered, the full phase diagram can be explored.
Evidently, smaller values of C0 are sufficient for localization-delocalization phase
transitions if W > 0. Within our error bars the critical exponent ν corresponds to the
mean-field value ν = 1/2 for infinite dimensions. This is shown in Fig. 1.8(b) and
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Fig. 1.8 (a) Phase
diagram for transitions from
localized optical modes
(upper right) to extended
modes in parts of the
spectrum (lower left) for
different degree distribution
exponents λ = 4
(diamonds), 4.25 (circles),
and 5 (squares). (b) Critical
exponent ν for different λ
and C0,q . The values are
consistent with the
mean-field prediction
ν = 1/2. (c) Quantum
transitions (circles) and
classical transitions
(squares) as a function of
the degree exponent λ. In
the regime λ < 4.5 only
quantum transitions occur.
For W > 0 the curves
move downwards making
quantum transitions
possible for λ < 4. Figure
redrawn from [22].

expected for an Anderson-type transition [15]. We obtained similar phase diagrams for
networks with homogeneous or Erdös-Renyi-type degree distributions (not shown).
There are several similarities between the phase transitions induced by clustering
and by quantum percolation. In both cases the giant component becomes smaller
when the parameters C0 and p approach the quantum transition points C0,q and pq ,
respectively; the extended phase exists for C0 < C0,q and for p > pq . One also finds a
geometrical phase transition after the quantum phase transition in both cases, since the
network breaks for C0 > C0,c and p < pc . In between, there is a regime with a giant
component (or an infinite cluster) but merely localized modes for C0,q < C0 < C0,c
and pc < p < pq . However, the relation between both types of transitions is still an
open question. The changes in the degree distribution of the giant component are not
sufficient to explain the classical transition.
To make sure that the quantum transition is induced by clustering and not by a classical
phase transition we have determined the corresponding classical critical clustering
coefficient C0,c . For this purpose we have analyzed the size N2 of the second largest
cluster in the system which should increase with C0 if the giant component exists
(C0 < C0,c ) and decrease for higher values of C0 if it broke down (C0 > C0,c )
[26, 40]. We found no indications of a classical transition for λ < 4.5, i. e. the giant
component is not broken. For λ = 5 we found C0,c ≈ 0.85, significantly larger than
C0,q ≈ 0.69 as shown in the inset of Fig. 1.5 and in Fig. 1.8(c).
The localization-delocalization transition for W = 0 is thus clearly different from
the classical one in two ways. (i) There is no classical transition for λ < 4.5 although
a quantum transition is clearly seen. (ii) For λ > 4.5, the quantum transition occurs

φ

0.0

0.0008

0.0015

0.004

0.007

0.01

0.03

0.1

0.25

Wc

16.54

17.09

17.21

17.44

17.16

17.27

17.65

18.16

18.14

Table 1.3 Fitting results for the critical disorder Wc in the
three-dimensional Anderson model with magnetic flux φ. Error
bars of the combined fits between ±0.03 and ±0.08 have been
calculated with the bootstrap method. φ = 0.0008 is the lowest
nonzero flux that could be studied in the considered system sizes
(up to 403 lattice points), since at least one whole flux quantum
must penetrate the system.

for lower C0 values than the classical one, leaving an intermediate regime (C0,q <
C0 < C0,c ≤ 1) in which all modes are localized although there is a spanning giant
cluster. Clustering represents a new degree of freedom that can be used to induce
and study phase transitions in complex networks. Comparing systems with different
clustering properties might enable one to find the most relevant cause of quantum
localization. We proposed that the phenomenon should be observable experimentally
and relevant in complex coherent optical networks made of fibers and beam splitters.
Such experiments would directly probe the influence of complex network topology on
the Anderson localization of light [3, 4, 6, 5].
1.5.4
Systems with Constant and Random Magnetic Field

Finally, we want to look at the Anderson model with additional magnetic field. As
described in Section 1.3.4 the field destroys time reversal invariance and leads to
complex values of the hopping terms tn+δ,n in the eigenvalue equation (1.11). The
model with random magnetic flux is thus equivalent with the full description of an
optical network with the complete range of phase shifts for light propagation along the
links (see also Section 1.3.3).
For the Anderson localization-delocalization transition on a standard three-dimensional lattice with a constant magnetic field B a systematic increase of the critical disorder
Wc with magnetic flux φ was predicted by Larkin and Khmel’nitskii already in 1981
[50], see Eq. (1.18). The prediction was verified in several different sophisticated
analytical studies. Numerical work, however, concentrated on the effect of large or
random magnetic fluxes [75, 76].
Very recently, this prediction was confirmed for small values of φ by extended
numerical simulations based on level statistics [51]. Note that the Anderson model
with hard-wall boundary conditions must be used in this case, since it is not possible to
match the increases of the magnetic vector potential with periodic boundary conditions
unless very large systems or very large fluxes are considered. The disadvantage,
however, is that irrelevant scaling variables must be taken into account explicitly in the
corrected finite-size scaling approach (see Section 1.4.3).
Table 1.3 shows preliminary numerical results for the critical disorder strengths
Wc (φ), which are indeed increasing with magnetic flux φ. The increase is very strong

network

pbc

pbq (φ = 0)

pbq (φ > 0)

simple cubic lattice

0.247

0.325

0.313

random regular network, k0 = 6
random regular network, k0 = 4

0.200
0.333

0.237
0.398

0.239
0.395

Erdös-Rényi network, k0 = 4

0.250

0.327

0.323

pbc

Table 1.4 Classical percolation thresholds
for bond
percolation on different networks and preliminary results for the
corresponding quantum bond percolation thresholds pbq without
and with magnetic flux φ. The error bars of the pq values are at
least 0.01. Therefore, no significant effect of the magnetic field on
the quantum percolation thresholds is observed.

already for weak fluxes, the prefactor Wφ in Eq. (1.18) being surprisingly large for both,
small and large φ: Wφ = 4.9 ± 0.4 and 3.8 ± 0.1, respectively. This type of behavior
naturally leads to the idea that the effect might be used as the basis of a very sensitive
low-temperature sensor for magnetic flux. In addition, the data can be fit by Eq. (1.18)
with exponents β = 0.45 ± 0.05 and 0.60 ± 0.07 for small and large φ, respectively.
The prediction of Larkin and Khmel’nitskii is thus confirmed also regarding the scaling
exponent β = 1/2. The reason for dividing the fit into two regions for small and large
φ stems from a slight shift in the critical level spacing distribution Pc (s).
For strong random magnetic fields an even larger critical disorder strength Wc =
18.80 has been reported [76] based on calculations with the transfer matrix method.
We can thus conclude that a constant and a random magnetic field lead to a significant
shift of the localization-delocalization transition in systems on regular lattices.
However, preliminary results show that this is not the case for quantum percolation transitions and for localization-delocalization transitions on complex networks.
Table 1.4 compares the classical percolation thresholds with the quantum percolation
thresholds without and with random magnetic field. Note that a constant magnetic
field is not an option for complex networks; however, the effect of magnetic fields was
strongest for the random field in the Anderson model on a lattice. One can clearly
see that the magnetic field (and the corresponding change from orthogonal to unitary symmetry) have no significant effect on the quantum localization-delocalization
transition.

1.6
Conclusion

In summary, we have shown that localization-delocalization transitions (Anderson
transitions) of electronic, vibrational, and optical modes occur in disordered systems
because of backscattering and interference on time-reversed paths. The disorder can
be due to a random potential landscape on a lattice (standard Anderson model) or to a
complex structure of the network describing the system. Focusing on the latter case,
we have shown that the localization-delocalization transition of percolation systems

(i. e., quantum percolation) can be well distinguished from the classical (geometrical)
percolation transition. On even more complex networks characterized by a small
distance between all nodes (small-world property), a scale-free degree distribution,
and clustering (increased probability of fully connected triangles) the same type of
wave localization transition is observed. It is also clearly distinct from the classical
percolation transition occurring in complex networks upon cutting edges (links). We
have shown that changing only the local structure of a scale-free network by increasing
the clustering coefficient can drive a localization-delocalization transition, even if there
is no on-node disorder and no edges are cut.
The numerical technique used in most of the reviewed studies is level statistics
together with finite-size scaling. This approach can characterize the localization properties of eigenfunctions of the considered Hamiltonian or dynamical matrix without
actually requiring the calculation of the eigenfunctions. Making use of random matrix
theory, it is based on studying the distribution of normalized level spacings obtained
from eigenvalues only. This is a significant advantage for the computational effort,
and it allows considering much larger systems. In particular in systems with hard-wall
boundary conditions, the finite-size scaling approach has to be supplemented by taking
into account irrelevant scaling variables.
The nature of the considered wave-like excitations is not essential for the transitions,
since the wave character can be due to quantum theory (electrons) or just classical
mechanics (vibrational modes). Similar phenomena can be expected for spin waves
in disordered solids, which yield the same type of eigenvalue equation. Studying the
localization of light waves is also equivalent in theory. However, it is more complicated
experimentally on the one hand, since localization effects can hardly be distinguished
from absorption effects. On the other hand, laser light has a macroscopic coherence
length. Studying localization effects in complex networks of fibers and beam splitters
might thus become experimentally feasible on an optical table. Such experiments could
directly probe the influence of complex network topology on the Anderson localization
of light [3, 4, 5, 6].
We have also considered electronic systems with additional random and non-random
magnetic field. Introducing the magnetic fields changes the universality class of the
Hamiltonian from orthogonal to unitary. The case with strong random magnetic field
is equivalent with the full description of an optical network, in which random phase
shifts occur for light waves traveling through fibers (edges) between beam splitters. We
showed that a constant magnetic field has a significant effect on the critical disorder
characterizing the localization-delocalization transition (metal-insulator transition) on
a lattice and confirmed a predicted scaling law down to very low fields. On a lattice,
also random fields have a strong effect.
However, this does not hold for localization-delocalization transitions in complex
networks like percolation networks or small-world networks. Complex networks are
characterized by strong topological disorder rather than on-node potential disorder. In
this case, the symmetry class of the Hamiltonian (or the dynamical matrix) seems to
be much less important. Therefore, if the non-zero non-diagonal terms are already distributed in a strongly disordered fashion in the matrix due to the disordered topological
structure, the actual range of the values and even the type (real or complex) does not

matter much. Hence, the properties of light modes, vibrational modes and electronic
modes on complex networks are even more similar than they are on regular lattices
with on-site disorder.
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